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We knew that we would need some way of handling technical metadata that would be unique to our collection. We needed a system that would facilitate loading, storing and searching for information about audio assets. We chose to use the UUID (Universal Unique Identifier) approach favored by the IIIF, even though we lacked the infrastructure or budget to add any
software that would support these capabilities ourselves. Instead, we were able to capitalize on the existing infrastructure and sales capabilities of DigiTool. Digitool has a history of supporting their electronic products with numerous update services. Although we could not have afforded a Digitool engineer to travel to our university, we were confident that they would

be able to provide whatever was needed to bring our DigiTool processing units into modern-day compatibility. We could see the value of involving Digitool in the process of defining metadata and we believed that the Digitool product owners would benefit greatly from the metadata standards that we would create. The primary risk we faced was that we would be
creating a new, specialized industry standard that was not supported outside of Digitools product. The design and support of a custom repository at our university, however, was too expensive to consider. The educational market is growing rapidly. Digitools newest products boast high-resolution displays, convenient wireless connections, and powerful operating
systems. This increased functionality has led many universities to host Digitool LIVE units in their offices. As a result, Digitool is increasingly being seen as an educational tool. Even with this increased use, Digitool products have not been designed with the education market in mind. We have seen several manufacturers of "custom" carts, such as the GEdigital,

Soledad and Digitool Live, that implement customized solutions to match a need in a specific academic environment, but these products are not designed to work with Digitool Live units in any digital library.
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their is still work left to do to increase the overall availability and size of the library, but we feel confident we have done the hard work and all that is left is to just get on and have our meetings. we are optimistic for 2018 to be a very good one for us! during summer 2017 we started thinking about some of the digitool software we had been collecting for digitising
collections in our special collections. we have a number of applications used to process audio collections, digitise cds and control our digitool product line. the idea of restarting this was so compelling to us that we made a start. it took a long time, but we eventually finished the migration. the digitool mx16, mx32 and live are a family of digital audio processing units

built on the rich history of the original digitool mx and designed for the audio professional. these products have the power and flexibility to perform loudspeaker management functions in addition to matrix mixing, room combining and other audio processing functions for installed and portable sound systems. each model features a full-color display screen, front
navigation and editing controls, front panel input and output mute buttons and led meters to simply configuration. they can also be configured using a windows application via usb or ethernet. during summer 2017 we started thinking about some of the digitool software we had been collecting for digitising collections in our special collections. we have a number of

applications used to process audio collections, digitise cds and control our digitool product line. 5ec8ef588b
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